
IN GOOD HANDS
ASF’S NEWEST LIVE RELEASE OUTFITTER IS A DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH.
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D
ID YOU HEAR THE ONE ABOUT THE ARCHITECT,
angler, lawyer, writer and retired judge and
accountant, who went salmon angling? It sounds
like a bad joke, but that’s just what we were. 
Not a bad joke, but those were the occupations 

of the men who gathered the first week of July at a remote
wilderness outpost.

There were plenty of jokes, though. The judge, as it turned
out, knew an unlimited supply, and he had a wealth of incredu-
lous stories about old cases he had tried. Like the man who
believed his wife was possessed by the devil, or the case 
that required three separate experts on duct tape to nail the
suspect (no, one wasn’t Red Green), or the man who committed
murder in a violent fit of jealousy because he was being cuck-
olded by a ..... dog.

So there were laughs by the boatload, and the assistant cook,
Darlene, was an excellent chef and gave as good as she got from
the judge. And all around us the wooden buildings and walk-
ways and boats and docks were well-maintained with more
than hammer and nail. It takes a powerful adhesive brewed
from sweat, respect and love to hold together an operation of
this size in such a far-flung location. Other camps in remote
areas like this are built and kept up with the backing of wealthy
patrons or large corporations, take the Moisie Salmon Club and
once great Grand Romaine Club (see page 40) as examples. The
Mecatina operation is different, a family affair through and
through. The rustic but luxurious camp is a true gem, like visit-
ing a summer cottage in the Muskokas or Catskills that has been
in one family for generations. And this particular fishing camp
near the mouth of the Mecatina River has been in the Bobbitt
family across four generations and counting.

Long before the camp was built in the 1970s, the 
first Bobbitts, three brothers, came over from western
Newfoundland. The first year they came in a schooner 
to fish and the next, settled in various outports along the lower
north shore of Quebec, with one making a home in the U.S.
John Bobbitt (yes, a very distant relation to the infamous one)
made his home in Mutton Bay, and this branch of the Bobbitts
took over the lease on the Gros Mecatina in 1970.

An ASF live release flag is confirmation of how well the Bobbitts have managed the Mecatina River.



It was here we gathered. For Charles Cusson and I, 
it was the usual drill. The camp was making the move to
join ASF’s live release program for outfitters, and Charles
was going to give the guides the mandatory seminar. 
He was making it a busman’s holiday by convincing his
father and a few friends to buy a week’s fishing.

Apparently, they didn’t need much convincing. All
are keen and experienced salmon anglers. The judge
(retired) fished with the accountant (retired), who was
Charles’ dad. At 83, and with an artificial hip, knee and
shoulder, he was an inspiration. Up early, out on the
river everyday, he fished every pool like everyone else.
He and the judge would finish each day in a very civi-
lized way, with martinis. The architect was a meticulous
fly-tier and almost all the salmon we caught that week
(14) were on his beautifully tied (glue-free) flies—an
Eldon special, undertaker or Rusty rat.

It was everyone’s first time at the fishing camp
except, technically, mine. Thirty years ago, I had stayed
here briefly as guests of the Bobbitts while collecting a
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parr sample on the river. I met Percy Bobbitt who man-
aged the camp. Brothers Norm and Eldon were there
and if memory serves me correctly, a 12-year-old Keith.
Today Eldon manages, while son Keith is a guide. Percy’s
great-granddaughter, Tyanna was also at camp the week
we were there, so the family link remains strong.

And this bond manifests itself in ways that can’t be
found in any other outfitting operation. Spruce trees are
cut and milled on site with a chainsaw, and there is evi-
dence of constant renewal in a brand new dock at camp
pool, and in the upkeep to a kilometre of walkways con-
necting pools known as Sidewalk and Snake Pit.

Ahh, Snake Pit. It is like something you would more
likely run into in Iceland or Norway. Perched 30 feet
above a gorge, even a bumbling caster like myself can
reach the deepest parts of this swirling holding water 50
to 60 feet away. And this is truly an angler’s river. From
the elevated sight fishing at Snake Pit, to the scenic pools
in front of the lodge, each required careful casting.

The water was high, and the fishing slow early in the
week. Still, beginner’s luck was on my side (not to men-
tion guide Keith Bobbitt). There are guides who spend
years on a river, but Keith, like his daughter Tyanna,
spent his childhood here learning the river’s secrets
from Grandpa Percy. On Camp Pool, the most prolific all
week and the sweetest piece of dry fly water I’ve ever
seen, we were reminiscing about his grandfather when 
I struck silver. Percy had been a staunch defender of the
river’s salmon. To this day, the well-being of the fish is
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The log tells of fish caught (and released), but the cuisine (especially the fresh-
baked cinnamon buns) must be experienced. Laughter reined supreme when the
judge and Darlene crossed horns.



first and foremost in the minds of the Bobbitts and the
men who guide the camps’ guests. Careful management
has paid off on the Mecatina. Reliable runs keep lines
tight and, the family fervently hopes, anglers coming.  

There is a quiet satisfaction that comes with fishing
at a club that puts conservation first. ASF’s latest addi-
tion to its Outfitters Live Release Program is a prime
example of what is needed to restore Salmo salar to 
historic levels.

“It was like preaching to the converted,” Cusson 
said, after sitting down with the guides and camp staff.
“They have a strong live release ethic and their tech-
nique is impeccable.”

Later that week a salmon was caught on one of the
home pools (there are four) in front of the lodge, and
even before a picture could be taken, the guide had
released it. “Too difficult to land and hold it,” Keith
observed. 

“Show me the photo,” the judge demanded, over
hors d’œuvres of fresh brook trout baked in lemon and
butter. Like a good magistrate, he demanded proof all
week long.

Sometimes the good fishing can evade one or two
anglers, even when the river is full of salmon. Although
there was always a trout or three to be had, towards the
end of the week, Charles’ dad and the lawyer were lag-
ging behind others in salmon hook-ups. Then at Camp
Pool, things changed. The elder Cusson found a salmon
at the lip of the falls and coaxed it into quieter water,
before seeing it streak back after slipping the hook. 

The Mecatina River is nothing short of a northern paradise for Atlantic salmon anglers,
as witnessed by John Clifford fighting a feisty salmon on home pool number one.
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On the last morning, while waiting for Eldon to fly
us out on the camp’s 285 Cessna, the lawyer, who had
been the low man on the totem pole all week, hooked
two salmon in the home pool. Thankfully, this time we
were able to get some photos to quiet the judge.

While this was going on, I hiked down toward the
mouth of the river. In 1847, the first settler on the
Mecatina, Tom Hawkins, died and was buried here.
Highway 138 will push this way in the decades to come,
and the Quebec government promises vast riches from

its “Plan Nord.” Mining, forestry, and the construction
boom that goes with these activities, is the new 
El Dorado. But by all accounts, Hawkins did okay here 
on his own. He had prospered on what this coast
offered. Salmon, seal and cod. Ancestors of his four chil-
dren (he married a local Innu) are scattered throughout
Quebec. Overgrown with stunted alder and spruce, his
final resting place, marked with a white tombstone,
evaded me. As I stood on the granite shore, looking out
over this vast northern land, I couldn’t help but think 
of families like the Hawkins and their modern day
counterparts, the Bobbitts. 

All week long we feasted on what fruits some
describe as an “empty land” has to offer. One night it
was lobster from Eldon Bobbitt’s own traps, another it
was giant mussels from just up the coast. There was cod
too, and desserts of cloudberry and blueberry and other
wild berries, all local delicacies.

For generations, the “coasters” have made a living 
by patching together the fruits each season has to offer.
The Pourvoirie de la rivière Mecatina is just another
example of a true sustainable activity. “Sustainable,”
that word is thrown around a lot these days. Here it
rings true and means, no bulldozers, no pollution, no
noise. Just the Bobbitts, the household staff and six
happy anglers week in and week out, from late June 
to early September.

And the salmon of course. The fishing is awesome,
just remember to be quick with your camera because
the judge will not take your word for it.

For more information on the Pourvoirie de la rivière 
Mecatina, contact Norman Bobbitt at 514-954-9118 or visit
www.mecatina.qc.ca.
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Guide Russell Mansbridge releases a silver bar into Home Pool One.

In the kitchen, the Bobbitt family (Keith, Tyanna, Eldon and Gloria) stand behind
the lemon merinque pie. Even black lab “Snowy” swears it's the best.


